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Dear Fair Lawn Parents/Guardians, 
 
First, I hope everyone made out ok with the flooding in your travels and your house stayed dry!!! 
 
Next, I would like to update you where we are with our schools and update you on one hurdle still 
ahead of us.  All of our schools are in good shape as of now, with minimal damage and ready to 
open tomorrow for the “new” first day of school.   
 
The biggest obstacle ahead of us is the close proximity of Memorial Middle School to the Passaic 
River.  Although the rain has stopped, the Passaic River is not expected to crest until tonight and 
into tomorrow.   
 
This could potentially cause water damage in Memorial Middle School. 
 
I have been on the phone with our staff and Fair Lawn’s OEM about what lies ahead of us over 
the next 24-36 hours.  We have been informed that there is likelihood that the Passaic River will 
still crest over that time period. Depending on the time when the river crests, how high the river 
crests, and how saturated the ground is can result in whether or whether or not Memorial Middle 
School will incur water damage.  See the link to an article about the rivers cresting in New Jersey: 
 
https://www.nj.com/weather/2021/09/3-major-rivers-across-nj-still-rising-expected-to-reach-
flood-stage-later-thursday.html 
 
Due to the monitoring of the Passaic River, please be prepared for several options: 
 

1. School opens full time tomorrow with no concerns of Memorial Middle School incurring 
water.  

2. If Memorial Middle School does take on water, we intend on opening the remaining 
schools in district and closing Memorial Middle School only. We hope this is a last resort 
option.   

3. Also, should we open regular time tomorrow, and the water begins crest later in the day, 
we can always transition to an early dismissal.   

 
I ask that you be prepared for all options, however once again our goal is to have all students in 
school tomorrow for their first full day, as long as it is safe. 
 
We are going to monitor the next 24 -36 hours, plan for the worst but hope for the best!   
 
I have been in constant communication with the Department of Education about the status of our 
schools.  Many school districts in New Jersey, especially Bergen County, were impacted 
significantly by this storm.   
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We are hopeful that as the day goes on, the predictions will shift in our favor and I will remain 
cautiously optimistic that all of our schools open tomorrow together for their first day back, but of 
course the safety of our students and staff is our main concern!  
 
Thank you for your patience and I will provide you with an update later today. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Nicholas J. Norcia, Superintendent of Schools 
 
 
 
 
 


